
Here's Your 
#1 Puppy 
Training Mistake

See What These Results Mean Inside...



Thanks for making the time to take the Which Puppy Training Mistake Are
You Making Quiz.

And Congratulations!

Congratulations because with this information you are on your way to creating
an easier, more productive training plan for your puppy, and getting closer to
having the well behaved puppy you want.

Hi - I’m Kristin Mitchell, founder of The Puppy Path and creator of this
assessment.

Over the past decade, as I’ve worked with many puppy owners, I've noticed
there are 3 main Puppy Training Mistakes that are inhibiting people’s chances
of achieving better communication with their puppy...

And that led me down the path of creating this Assessment, so you can get
instant clarity about YOUR #1 Puppy Training
Mistake... and how to overcome it.

So let’s get to your results!

YOUR #1 PUPPY 
TRAINING MISTAKE
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kristin mitchell
F O U N D E R

Congratulations and Thank You!



YOUR #1 PUPPY 
TRAINING MISTAKE

Based on the information you’ve shared and the little I know
about you and your situation, the Puppy Training Mistake I

think you're making is known as 
"IAS" or “Ignoring The Attention Spectrum”.
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Your Puppy Training Mistake Is:

"Ignoring The Attention Spectrum"



YOUR #1 PUPPY 
TRAINING MISTAKE

What that means is your puppy is likely to benefit from training that
focuses on attention. This works in 2 ways. Where your dog’s attention is,
and where your attention is.
 
Your Puppy’s Attention
Your puppy’s attention is always in the moment, so you need to be giving
them feedback for what they are doing right now. You can’t expect them to
remember what they were doing 10 minutes ago when you tell them ‘bad
dog’ (even if you’re pointing to the shoe they chewed on), so you need to
only react to behavior as it’s happening. If you missed the bad behavior
scold yourself for giving them too much freedom too soon. 
 
Your Attention
In the dog world, the most valuable currency is your attention. Just like
kids, if they get attention for something, they will repeat it, even if it’s
negative attention. If they get ignored, and they do not get the attention
they’re looking for, they’ll try something else. That’s why using positive
reinforcement in the moment (saying ‘good dog’ giving them some
snuggles, or a treat) when they are doing something that you want them
to repeat can be a powerful training tool. Similarly, if you go from not
focusing on your puppy to scolding them for doing something wrong,
especially if they are doing it because they are bored and craving
attention, will only show them that doing that behavior gets them
attention.
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Here's What That Means...



YOUR #1 PUPPY 
TRAINING MISTAKE

While it’s important to focus on attention, to really make progress it’s
even more important to make sure your puppy is getting the right
balance of physical and mental activity. 

You may have heard that physical activity is essential for a well-behaved
puppy. But you might not know that it is just as important to develop your
puppy’s brain and keep their mind active as it is to give them physical
exercise.

Studies have shown that metal stimulation is vital to your dog’s well-
being. Since dogs are very smart, without a full range of brain
development training, a puppy’s mind becomes lazy and never reaches its
potential. Not only that, but a bored puppy who’s mind has not been
developed can have long term physiological effects including anxiety and
depression.

Puppies who are not challenged mentally are more likely to act out
around the house, developing destructive behavior including chewing,
destroying things, excessive barking, hyperactivity, and even biting –
behaviors often thought to be caused only by a lack of physical activity.
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Common Puppy Training 
Mistakes and Pitfalls



YOUR #1 PUPPY 
TRAINING MISTAKE

Thankfully there are some easy and fun training techniques you can use to
avoid all of these outcomes.

Here’s what you can do immediately to overcome your puppy training
mistake and start developing a ‘brain training program’ for your puppy.
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Here's What You Can Do About It

It all begins by having a Full Spectrum Training Plan… 

1 What To Include
Use training activities that include problem solving, puzzles, and
incremental learning. Having a variety of training activities and
games is important to keep your puppy’s mind active.

2
3

Keeping A Balance
Make sure you have a balance of activities that enables your puppy
to develop their patience, increasing concentration, and form a
stronger bond with you.

Attention Games
Include games where they are rewarded for paying attention to you
over distractions so that they will learn to bring their focus right to
you when they need to be listening.



YOUR #1 PUPPY 
TRAINING MISTAKE

Ignoring Hidden Potential – based on not keeping your training level up to your
puppy's age level
Cue Positioning – based on where you place cues and how cues affect all of your
training results

Now, you may be wondering:
 
How do I incorporate all of these key learning areas into my puppy training?

And how to do it without going crazy and without it taking over your entire life?
 
Well, I’d like to introduce you to something that has had a huge impact on me, and the
way I train my puppies. This program lays out a fun, full spectrum brain training program
for your puppy which will help you to overcome your puppy training mistake as well
as the other two most common training mistakes:
 

 

This program will teach you fun and easy brain
training games that address all of these.

 
And because you’ve made the time to take this assessment 

If you get the program now you’ll get 

4 AMAZING BONUSES for FREE.
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Your Next Steps

Get your Brain Training Program Here
Click here for your “Overcome Your Puppy Training Mistake Plan” with all 

4 FREE bonuses

https://f94d8mlh7i29pyg0z2qc02s5vy.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=QUIZ


YOUR #1 PUPPY 
TRAINING MISTAKE
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Get 

BRAIN TRAINING FOR
DOGS

with all 4 FREE bonuses

Brain Training for Dogs is a step-by-step program full of
fun brain training games for puppies, and more

advance games they can graduate to as they grow...

7 modules that will bring you from beginner games all the way
through advanced brain training for your puppy
Complete 101 Obedience Training that will help you correct any
troublesome behavior 
An archive of over 100 articles where you can find the answer to
any training questions you have

Including:

Get Your 
Training Program

LINK: https://f94d8mlh7i29pyg0z2qc02s5vy.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=QUIZ

https://f94d8mlh7i29pyg0z2qc02s5vy.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=QUIZ
https://f94d8mlh7i29pyg0z2qc02s5vy.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=QUIZ

